
Fetchit LLP company Description 
Fetchit is a smart gadget designed and developed by Fetchit LLP. The gadget is currently under 

development and is in “Prototype” Stage. 

ABOUT US 

Fetchit LLP helps in real time tracking of objects and personal in a confined space. We have both 

B2B and B2C ends. Our consumer product is a luxurious gadget based on tracking any objects 

such as keys, wallet etc. The objects can be tracked on your phone or tablet devices using a 

dedicated app. And on the business to business phase, fetchit can be used for real time track any 

item or personal in a limited area like office space, parks, yard etc. 

 

1. STARTUPS



Director Details 

DIN Director Name Designation Appointment Date  

07679504 VALIYAPARAMBATH 

AKSHAY 

Designated Partner 31 January 2017 View other 

directorships  

07679523 AJITH  Designated Partner 31 January 2017 View other 

directorships  

07679525 MANU GANGA  Designated Partner 31 January 2017 View other 

directorships  
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ASKResults   - Android App

ASKResults addon is helpful for viewing the results directly without visiting VTU website. It gives
all the information provided in VTU website like Sem results, Reval results, Backlog results and
Result announcements for each sem. It is very easy to use and works faster. Advanced Search is
added to check whole class results by giving the range and also saving option is provided for both
individual and advance searched result.

FEATURES

 Quick and faster VTU results.
 CBCS and Non-CBCS result search
  Revaluation results search
 Sharing of individual results.
  Searching and savin g of bulk /series of Usn Results.
 File import supports .txt, .csv, .xsl files.
 Share and delete saved files.
 Output files are saved in .csv format.

Link to access the App:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.askresult.askresult

Developed by:
Alwyn  Edison Mendonca  
Shashidhara
Gopika G(4SN13CS040)
K K Gayathri Ramesh(4SN13CS044)
Kripa M L( 4SN13CS048)
Likitha U B( 4SN13CS051)

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.askresult.askresult






Growth Associates Company Description 
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3D PRINTING MACHINE 

The final year student of Mechanical Engineering Department Mr. Sethuraj has 

developed Rapid Prototyping Machine, which can produce any type of 

products with higher efficiency and low cost. Technique used in this machine is 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). He used this machine to produce all 

components of his final year project “Unmanned Aerial Vehicle” for which he 

has applied for patent. 

The project is financially supported by the department and is used to train the 

students in the field of RPD  
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2. INITIATIVES - SKILL DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMS
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R and D Activities 

 
For students, it's necessary as a result of they get exposure to R&D activities and future 

placement in varied disciplines. On the opposite hand, with the appearance of globalisation and 

gap of the Indian economy to outside world, competition among the R&D has become stiff. 

Therefore R&D conjointly want smart students who are well aware of R&D standards and 

capable of achieving so. Therefore, there's an urgent need for interaction of R&D centers and 

teachers wherever academic institutes will prepare students for jobs in R&D based 

multinational companies and industry also will be benefited by the possibility of receiving well-

trained workforce.  

 

Objectives: 

 To cultivate the strong links with R&D centers. 

 To promote various research activities by the faculty members and students. 

 To catalyze the further growth and development of interaction between the Institute and 

various R&D centers. 

 To have a closer linkage and promote research suited to research needs, and consultancy 

which creates a sense of owning among faculty members. 

 To provide continuing education to people working in industries so that they can 

upgrade their technical knowledge, and/or obtain higher degrees; this orients the faculty 

members towards the research from the portals of College i.e. Academics. 

 To enable academics to take a sabbatical in industries; provide internships for students 

in R&D centers, which will prepare the students better for entering the R&D sector; 

 To bring about MOU’S and Agreements with various research organizations in different 

fields and sectors to promote various forms of interactions. 

 

Activities carried out under R&D centre: 

 

During 2015-2016: 

 Functional MoU with research organization/ institution has been done with department 

of  microbiology, university college;  

1. To assist and guide the students for projects and their research work. 

2. To conduct seminar, symposium, workshops conference etc. with mutual 

collaborations. 

3. To organize other activities of mutual academic interest for the students. 

 

During 2016-2017: 

 During the academic year 2016-2017 the students of our department has actively 

involved themselves in research activities and got good results which brings confidence 

in them to publish the research work in international journals. 

 Meanwhile we also focused on helping the students for synthesizing & characterization 

facility for their research work by giving accessibility to use the muffle furnace for 

synthesizing nanoparticles by solution combustion method, and characterization 

instrument like UV-Vis spectrophotometer instrument for studying absorbance 

phenomena of a sample. 





Center for Research in CNC Machining 

Co-ordinator : Prof. Vasudev Bhat




